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  THE CHIEFS   
THE ONLY ASSOCIATION CHARTERED EXCLUSIVELY FOR UNITED STATES NAVY AND COAST GUARD 

CHIEF PETTY OFFICERS 
SPRING 2017 Edition 

   IF YOU SHOULD HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS, OR FOR THAT MATTER ANY OF THE CONTENT OF THIS NEWSLETTER, PLEASE DO NOT 
HESITATE TO CONTACT ME AT GSCHSSSS@AOL.COM NCPOA Secretary / Treasurer 

AKCM Gary Scheidt, USN (Ret).  THANK YOU! 

FOUNDED in 1988 to provide a platform for airing issues which affect active duty, retired, and/or veteran chiefs.  

OBJECTIVE shall be to honor and publicize as a group (or in some cases individual) those who have served or are serving 
as Chief Petty Officers in the U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard or the Reserve Components of those services and who 
performed such services in an honorable manner. 

THE CHIEFS /NCPOA, was established in 1989 as a quarterly publication for the National Chief Petty Officers’ Association 
(NCPOA). This organization is a nonprofit corporation under and pursuant to the laws of California, and may be identified 
by the initials NCPOA. Original by laws were adopted at the first national convention held in San Diego, California, 6 
October 1989. Administrative headquarters is at the home of the current President. As of 24 July 2015, we have enlisted 
3,386 members. There are now seven subsidiary groups (Chiefs’ Quarters) located in Texas, California, Illinois, Virginia, 
North Carolina, Tennessee and Osage Heritage (Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Kansas). The objectives of this 
organization shall be to: 1. Honor and publicize as a group (or in some cases individual) those who have served or are 
serving as Chief Petty Officers in the U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard or the Reserve Components of those services and who 
performed such services in an honorable manner. 2. Maintain true allegiance to the government of the United States and to 
promote patriotism and pride in their service in the Navy or Coast Guard and to encourage accelerated advancement in 
those services through study and accomplishment. 3. Conduct conventions with such members of the NCPOA to foster 
camaraderie. THE CHIEFS is published at least four times each year. 
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 MEMBERSHIP IS EVERYONE’S BUSINESS 
  
We the members of the NATIONAL CHIEF PETTY OFFICER’S ASSOCIATION must continue to 
strive to signup new members and retain the ones we have.  Ask people you meet if they served 
as CPO’s in the US Navy or US Coast Guard. 

PRESIDENT EMERITUS  
 
CBM Raymond D. Emory, USN 
4809 Kolohala Street 
Honolulu, HI 96816-5227  
808.732.2510 
( no email address) 

 
OFFICER ROSTER 

Carry blank applications for the NCPOA with you. And, then be prepared to get the new members 
involved in NCPOA activities, so they feel appreciated, enjoy the camaraderie, and experience the 
satisfaction of contributing. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Members, are you preparing to attend our next reunion in Jacksonville, in October 2017? 
The October 2017 Reunion will be a combined reunion with the Florida Chief Petty Officers 
Association.  

Go to  NCPOA.CLUB and FLCPOA.com to stay up-to-date on what will be taking 
place. 
The Reunion will take place starting October 11th through the 15th in Jacksonville, Florida, the 
latest information regarding hotel location, and events will be published under separate 
announcement, e-mail, and telephone.   Please stay-tuned and begin your arrangements NOW! 
__________________________________________________________________________
 
Before you get started reading our newsletter, do us a favor, and ask yourself,” …  have I paid my 
membership dues for 2017? 
Also, go to our WEB site ncpoa.club, and Membership Roster to check your due’s status.  If you are listed as 
the year 2016 or previous, your dues for 2017 have not been received.  
  If your answer is YES, thank you, but if your answer is NO, then please pay your dues now! 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
Shipmates, those of you having access to the internet need to review the Membership Roster regarding the following information. on 
our WEB site --- mcpoa.club ---   

 
 NCPOA MEMBERSHIP ROSTER AS OF MARCH 31, 2017 
SHIPMATES THIS ROSTER LISTING PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 

1. THE NAMES SHOWN IN GREEN HAVE CONTACTED THE SECRETARY; THEREFORE, ARE RECOGNIZED NOW AS ACTIVE 
NCPOA MEMBERS. 

2. THE NAMES NOT IN GREEN HAVE NOT CONTACTED THE SECRETARY; THEREFORE, ARE ONLY RECOGNIZED AS 
INACTIVE NCPOA MEMBERS.   BEGINNING WITH THIS ISSUE SPRING  2017 ISSUE OF “THE CHIEFS” THOSE INACTIVE 
MEMBERS WILL NO LONGER RECEIVE ORGANIZATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE, OR THE ASSOCIATION’S NEWSLETTER, 
UNLESS, THEY CONTACT THE SECRETARY PRECEEDING.  (THE NAMES OF INACTIVE MEMBERS WILL BE MAINTAINED 
UNDER A SEPARATE MASTER ROSTER LISTING.) 

3. MEMBERS SHOWN IN THE COLOR “ORANGE” ARE LISTED IN OUR MASTER ROSTER WITH BAD MAILING ADDRESSES. 
4. MEMBERS SHOWN IN “GREY’ ARE DECEASED. 
5. MEMBERSHIP STATUS: 

a. LIFE MEMBERS AND ACTIVE MEMBERS (LISTED IN GREEN) 
b. LIFE MEMBER AND NOT-ACTIVE MEMBERS (NON-COLOR) 
c. NON-LIFE MEMBERS HAVING PAID DUES FOR 2017 - PLUS 
d. NON-LIFE MEMBERS NOT CURRENT WITH THEIR 2017 DUES PAYMENT (IF DUES ARE NOT BROUGHT 

CURRENT FOR 2017 BY AUGUST 1, 2017, THOSE MEMBERS WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE ASSOCIATION’S 
ACTIVE MASTER ROSTER. 

e. MEMBERS SHOWN IN THE COLOR “ORANGE” ARE LISTED IN OUR MASTER ROSTER WITH BAD MAILING 
ADDRESSES. CONTACT THE ORGANIZATION’S SECRETARY. 

f. MEMBERS SHOWN IN “GREY’ ARE DECEASED. 
6.  QUESTIONS, PLEASE  CONTACT THE ORGANIZATION’S SECRETARY.   

 
AN IMPORTANT DECISION AGREED TO BY THE ATTENDING MEMBERS AT THE 2016 SAN DIEGO MEETING 
IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A “BOOSTER CLUB” TO HELP OFF-SET THE EXPENSE OF PUBLISHING AND 
DISTRIBUTING THE NEWSLETTER. 
SO, MEMBERS PLEASE HELP-OUT THE ASSOCIATION AND CONTRIBUTE ANY AMOUNT YOU ARE 
COMFORTABLE WITH.  WE NEED YOUR HELP FOR WE WANT TO CONTINUE TO PROVIDE TO EACH OF 
YOU OUR NEWSLETTER. THIS IS NOT ONE-TIME REQUEST, SO AS YOU MAY BE ABLE TO HELP SEND 
WHATEVER AMOUNT YOU CAN. 
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SEND AMOUNT TO: AKCM GARY SCHEIDT USN (RET) NCPOA TREAURER, 1991 GUNSTOCK DRIVE, STONE 
MOUNTAIN, GA 30087. 
EACH PERSON CONTRIBUTING WILL BE RECOGNIZED IN THE FORTHCOMING NEWSLETTER AS A 
“BOOSTER CLUB MEMBER”. 
THANK YOU. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
  

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHIEF PETTY OFFICER --- 124 YEARS, APRIL 1, 
1893 

10 Things to know about U.S. Navy Chiefs 

U.S. Navy  Community, History & Heritage  

Effectively running and fighting a warship relies on bridging the gap between officers and enlisted personnel. It was from 
this need that the creation of the rank of chief petty officer was born. 

The chief petty officer as it is recognized today was officially established April 1, 1893. Armed with official recognition, 
chiefs of the past went on to lay the foundation for their modern day counterparts. 

Below are 10 things that you should know about U.S. Navy chief petty officers. 

ATLANTIC OCEAN (Sept. 16, 2016) Fiscal Year 2017 chief petty officers stand 
at attention during a chief pinning ceremony aboard the aircraft carrier USS George H.W. Bush (CVN 77). (U.S. Navy photo by 
Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Christopher Gaines/Released) 

1. The earliest known use of the title “chief” dates back to 1776 when Jacob Wasbie, a cook’s mate, was pronounced 
“Chief Cook” aboard USS Alfred. The title was largely informal and was used to denote him as the foremost cook aboard 
the ship. 

NAVAL AIR FACILITY ATSUGI, Japan: Chief Aviation Ordnanceman Casey 
Clark, assigned to Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division (NMCEAD) Atsugi, receives his combination cover during the 
chief petty officer pinning ceremony held at Naval Air Facility (NAF) Atsugi’s Cinema 77. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass 
Communication Specialist 3rd Class Jason Bawgus/Released) 
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2. Since 1797, only two ratings for chiefs have remained in continuous use are, boatswain’s mate and gunner’s mate. 

MEDITERRANEAN SEA (Aug. 9, 2016) – Senior Chief Boatswain’s Mate 
Mumira Ferah from San Jose, Calif., gives instructions aboard USS Ross (DDG 71) during a replenishment-at-sea with the 
Military Sealift Command fleet replenishment oiler USNS Big Horn (T-AO 198) Aug. 9, 2016. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass 
Communication Specialist 1st Class Theron J. Godbold/Released) 

3. On March 21, 1917, Loretta Walsh became the first woman Navy petty officer when sworn in as a chief yeoman. 

PACIFIC OCEAN (April 1, 2014) Chief Ship’s Serviceman Barbara Lynch, left, 
Chief Cryptologic Technician Technical Ashley Jones, Chief Information Systems Technician Warren Quiambao, and Chief 
Legalman Justin Wheeler demonstrate the wear of chief petty officer uniforms throughout history. (U.S. Navy graphic by Mass 
Communication Specialist 2nd Class George M. Bell/ Released) 

4. The advent of a rocker device was the first distinction and was originally borrowed from the master-at-arms rating and 
became official in 1894. The foul anchor cap device was approved in 1905, and collar devices became official in 1959. 

WASHINGTON (April 1, 2015) Command Master Chief Christian Detje, assigned 
to the United States Navy Ceremonial Guard, stands at ease during a celebration of the 122nd birthday of the chief petty officer 
rank at the United States Navy Memorial. (U.S. Navy Photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class George M. 
Bell/Released) 

5. By 1941, all chief petty officers were authorized to wear khaki working uniforms. ALNAV 16 (Feb. 21, 1941) 
authorized khaki working uniforms for all chief petty officers and officers serving on all ships and shore stations. 
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SASEBO, Japan: Chief Navy Counselor Bethany Hale passes through sideboys 
after being pinned chief petty officer at the Career Education Center aboard Commander, U.S. Fleet Activities Sasebo. (U.S. 
Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class David R. Krigbaum/Released) 

6. There are approximately 30,000+ chief, senior chief and master chief petty officers in the Navy. 

PACIFIC OCEAN (Sept. 16, 2014) Chief petty officers assigned to the Nimitz-
class aircraft carrier USS Carl Vinson (CVN 70), Carrier Air Wing (CVW) 17, and Commander, Carrier Strike Group (CSG) 1, 
stand in ranks with the Chiefs Mess after they are pinned in the hangar bay aboard Carl Vinson. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass 
Communication Specialist 2nd Class George M. Bell/Released) 

7. A chief petty officer is equivalent to a gunnery sergeant in the U.S. Marine Corps, sergeant first class in the U.S. 
Army, and a master sergeant in the U.S. Air Force. 

Gunnery Sgt. Corey Hall participates in a CPO 365 Phase II drill and cadence event 
during CPO Pride Week 2016 in Pearl Hawaii, Sept. 9, 2016. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class 
Johans Chavarro/Released) 

8. U.S. Navy chief petty officers are afforded more responsibility than any other enlisted rank in the world.

Chiefs combination covers lay displayed on a table prior to the arrival of the U.S. 
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Navy’s newest chief petty officers, Sept. 19, 2009. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Gary A. 
Prill/Released) 

9. More than 50 chief petty officers have been awarded the Medal of Honor. 

WASHINGTON (Feb. 29, 2016) President Barack Obama presents the Medal of 
Honor to Senior Chief Special Warfare Operator (SEAL) Edward C. Byers Jr. during a ceremony at the White House. Byers 
received the Medal of Honor for his actions during a hostage rescue operation in December 2012. (U.S. Navy photo by Oscar 
Sosa/Released) 

10. On average, Sailors advance to chief petty officer in about 13 years of active duty. 

EVERETT, Wash. (Sept. 14, 2012) Newly-pinned chief petty officers salute during a 
chief petty officer pinning ceremony in the Grand Vista Ballroom at Naval Station Everett. The Naval Station welcomed 24 
newly pinned Sailors to the rank of a chief petty officer during the ceremony. (U.S. Navy Photo by Mass Communication 
Specialist 2nd Class Jeffry Willadsen/Released) 

  

Congratulate our chief petty officers, past and present, for their 124 years of deckplate leadership by leaving a comment 
below. 

CPO Standards  
 
Contributed by: Mike McCaffrey, Admiral (retired USN)  
 
Never forget this, a Chief can become an Officer, but an Officer can never become a Chief. 
Chiefs have their standards!  
 
  
Recollections of a White Hat.  
 
"One thing we weren't aware of at the time, but became evident as life wore on, was that 
we learned true leadership from the finest examples any lad was ever given, Chief Petty 
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Officers. They were crusty old bastards who had done it all and had been forged into men 
who had been time tested over more years than a lot of us had time on the planet. The 
ones I remember wore hydraulic oil stained hats with scratched and dinged-up insignia, 
faded shirts, some with a Bull Durham tag dangling out of their right-hand pocket or a pipe 
and tobacco reloads in a worn leather pouch in their hip pockets, and a Zippo that had been 
everywhere. Some of them came with tattoos on their forearms that would force them to 
keep their cuffs buttoned at a Methodist picnic.  
 
Most of them were as tough as a boarding house steak. A quality required to survive the life 
they lived. They were, and always will be, a breed apart from all other residents of Mother 
Earth. They took eighteen year old idiots and hammered the stupid bastards into sailors.  
 
You knew instinctively it had to be hell on earth to have been born a Chief's kid. God should 
have given all sons born to Chiefs a return option.  
 
A Chief didn't have to command respect. He got it because there was nothing else you could 
give them. They were God's designated hitters on earth.  
 
We had Chiefs with fully loaded Submarine Combat Patrol Pins, and combat aircrew wings in 
my day... hard-core bastards who remembered lost mates, and still cursed the cause of 
their loss... and they were expert at choosing descriptive adjectives and nouns, none of 
which their mothers would have endorsed.  
 
At the rare times you saw a Chief topside in dress canvas, you saw rows of hard-earned, 
worn and faded ribbons over his pocket. "Hey Chief, what's that one and that one?" "Oh hell 
kid, I can't remember. There was a war on. They gave them to us to keep track of the 
campaigns." "We didn't get a lot of news out where we were. To be honest, we just took 
their word for it. Hell son, you couldn't pronounce most of the names of the places we went. 
They're all depth charge survival geedunk." "Listen kid, ribbons don't make you a Sailor." 
We knew who the heroes were, and in the final analysis that's all that matters.  
 
Many nights, we sat in the after-mess deck wrapping ourselves around cups of coffee and 
listening to their stories. They were light-hearted stories about warm beer shared with their 
running mates in corrugated metal sheds at resupply depots where the only furniture was a 
few packing crates and a couple of Coleman lamps.  cigars, and getting loaded. It was our 
history. And we dreamed of being just like them because they were our heroes. When they 
accepted you as their shipmate, it was the highest honor you would ever receive in your life. 
At least it was clearly that for me. They were not men given to the prerogatives of their 
position.  
 
You would find them with their sleeves rolled up, shoulder-to-shoulder with you in a-stores 
loading party. "Hey Chief, no need for you to be out here tossing' crates in the rain, we can 
get all this crap aboard."  
 
"Son, the term 'All hands' means all hands."  
 
"Yeah Chief, but you're no damn kid anymore, you old coot."  
 
"Horsefly, when I'm eighty-five parked in the stove up old bastards' home, I'll still be able to 
kick your worthless butt from here to fifty feet past the screw guards along with six of your 
closest friends." And he probably wasn't bullshitting.  
 
They trained us. Not only us, but hundreds more just like us. If it wasn't for Chief Petty 
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Officers, there wouldn't be any U.S. Navy. There wasn't any fairy godmother who lived in a 
hollow tree in the enchanted forest who could wave her magic wand and create a Chief 
Petty Officer.  
 
They were born as hot-sacking seamen, and matured like good whiskey in steel hulls over 
many years. Nothing a nineteen-year-old jay-bird could cook up was original to these old 
saltwater owls. They had seen E-3 jerks come and go for so many years; they could read 
you like a book. "Son, I know what you are thinking. Just one word of advice - DON'T. It 
won't be worth it."  
 
"Aye, Chief."  
 
Chiefs aren't the kind of guys you thank. Monkeys at the zoo don't spend a lot of time 
thanking the guy who makes them do tricks for peanuts.  
 
Appreciation of what they did, and who they were, comes with long distance retrospect. No 
young lad takes time to recognize the worth of his leadership. That comes later when you 
have experienced poor leadership, or let's say, when you have the maturity to recognize 
what leaders should be, you find that Chiefs are the standard by which you measure all 
others.  
 
They had no Academy rings to get scratched up. They butchered the King's English. They 
had become educated at the other end of an anchor chain from Copenhagen to Singapore. 
They had given their entire lives to the U.S. Navy. In the progression of the nobility of 
employment, Chief Petty Officer heads the list. So, when we ultimately get our final duty 
station assignments and we get to wherever the big Chief of Naval Operations in the sky 
assigns us, if we are lucky, Marines will be guarding the streets, and there will be an old 
Chief in an oil-stained hat and a cigar stub clenched in his teeth standing at the brow to 
assign us our bunks and tell us where to stow our gear... and we will all be young again, 
and the damn coffee will float a rock.  
 
Life fixes it so that by the time a stupid kid grows old enough and smart enough to 
recognize who he should have thanked along the way, he no longer can. If I could, I would 
thank my old Chiefs. If you only knew what you succeeded in pounding in this thick skull, 
you would be amazed. So, thanks you old casehardened unsalvageable son-of-a-bitches. 
Save me a rack in the berthing compartment." 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Message from the President 
Is it Spring already? Then it must be time to schedule your plans for attending our next convention in October 2017 at 
Jacksonville Florida.  This convention will be a good one too as we will be joining up with the Florida Chief Petty Officers 
Association again for a joint venture as we did in Melbourne Florida two years ago that was well received.   
You might have noticed changes to some of our outdated administrative procedures that our Secretary/Treasurer has 
instituted.  Namely getting a current updated master roster.  That was no easy matter either.  Everyone was notified of what 
was going on while verifying email lists.  So, If an Email bounced, you were sent a post card to your home of record. If that 
bounced you were called by Gary, who also verified phone numbers using a ROBO call. Another astonishment was finding out 
how many life members were deceased and needed to be purged, and how many were not interested anymore in our NCPOA 
activities.  
Our latest version of the newsletter “The Chief” has also come up to the latest technology too.  We now limit print versions on a 
print and mail cost reimbursement basis and utilize email as much as possible for all. 
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MOST	DECORATED	ENLISTED	MAN	IN	NAVY	
HISTORY	

James	Elliott	Williams,	a	Native	American	
Cherokee	from	South	Carolina,	entered	the	Navy	
in	July	1947	and	before	retiring	in	April	1967	
gained	the	distinction	of	becoming	the	most	
decorated	enlisted	man	in	Navy	history.	When	he	
retired	from	active	service	he	was	employed	with	
the	Wackenhut	Corporation	and	in	1969	was	
appointed	to	the	U.S.	Marshal	Service	in	South	
Carolina.	He	also	became	an	instructor	at	the	
Federal	Law	Enforcement	Training	Center,	Glynco,	
Georgia,	and	also	served	at	the	U.S.	Marshal	
Service	Headquarters	in	Washington,	D.C.,	until	
his	retirement	from	Federal	Government	Service.	

Significant	Awards:	

MEDAL	OF	HONOR	
NAVY	CROSS	
SILVER	STAR	MEDAL	(2)	
LEGION	OF	MERIT	W/COMBAT	'V'	
NAVY	AND	MARINE	CORPS	MEDAL	(2)	
BRONZE	STAR	MEDAL	W/COMBAT	'V'	(3)	
PURPLE	HEART	(3)	
NAVY	COMMENDATION	MEDAL	W/COMBAT	'V'	
(2)	
COMBAT	ACTION	RIBBON	
NAVY	PRESIDENTIAL	UNIT	CITATION	(2)	
NAVY	GOOD	CONDUCT	MEDAL	
NAVY	EXPEDITIONARY	MEDAL	
NATIONAL	DEFENSE	SERVICE	MEDAL	
KOREAN	SERVICE	MEDAL	
VIETNAM	SERVICE	MEDAL	
REPUBLIC	OF	VIETNAM	CAMPAIGN	MEDAL	

MEDAL	OF	HONOR	CITATION:	

For	conspicuous	gallantry	and	intrepidity	at	the	
risk	of	his	life	above	and	beyond	the	call	of	duty.	
BM1	Williams	was	serving	as	Boat	Captain	and	
Patrol	Officer	aboard	River	Patrol	Boat	(PBR)	105	
accompanied	by	another	patrol	boat	when	the	
patrol	was	suddenly	taken	under	fire	by	2	enemy	
sampans.	BM1	Williams	immediately	ordered	the	
fire	returned,	killing	the	crew	of	1	enemy	boat	and	
causing	the	other	sampan	to	take	refuge	in	a	
nearby	river	inlet.	Pursuing	the	fleeing	sampan,	
the	U.S.	Patrol	encountered	a	heavy	volume	of	
small‐arms	fire	from	enemy	forces,	at	close	range,	
occupying	well‐concealed	positions	along	the	
river	bank.	Maneuvering	through	this	fire,	the	
patrol	confronted	a	numerically	superior	enemy	
force	aboard	2	enemy	junks	and	8	sampans	
augmented	by	heavy	automatic	weapons	fire	from	
ashore.	In	the	savage	battle	that	ensued,	BM1	
Williams,	with	utter	disregard	for	his	safety	
exposed	himself	to	the	withering	hail	of	enemy	
fire	to	direct	counter‐fire	and	inspire	the	actions	
of	his	patrol.	Recognizing	the	over	whelming	
strength	of	the	enemy	force,	BM1	Williams	
deployed	his	patrol	to	await	the	arrival	of	armed	
helicopters.	In	the	course	of	his	movement	he	
discovered	an	even	larger	concentration	of	enemy	
boats.	Not	waiting	for	the	arrival	of	the	armed	
helicopters,	he	displayed	great	initiative	and	
boldly	led	the	patrol	through	the	intense	enemy	
fire	and	damaged	or	destroyed	50	enemy	sampans	
and	7	junks.	This	phase	of	the	action	completed,	
and	with	the	arrival	of	the	armed	helicopters,	BM1	
Williams	directed	the	attack	on	the	remaining	
enemy	force.	Now	virtually	dark,	and	although	
BM1	Williams	was	aware	that	his	boats	would	
become	even	better	targets,	he	ordered	the	patrol	

At our next convention we will be having a call for volunteers to assist us keep our Association alive by becoming an officer.  
Our founders and past staff are aging and dropping off line.  We need some of you younger Chiefs to pick up and show your 
leadership by example. 
The latest program to be instituted was for donations for help offset our burdening new costs in keeping us afloat.  We publish 
the list of donators and the amount they pledged.   
When you see Gary Scheidt (Sec/Tres) give him a big atta boy for all he is doing for us.     

 

 
 
 

 MEMBER’S HISTORY AND STORIES 
 

"ALL GAVE SOME, SOME GAVE ALL....". 

YOUR WATCH IS RELIEVED, REST IN PEACE, SHIPMATE 
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boats'	search	lights	turned	on	to	better	illuminate	
the	area	and	moved	the	patrol	perilously	close	to	
shore	to	press	the	attack.	Despite	a	waning	supply	
of	ammunition	the	patrol	successfully	engaged	the	
enemy	ashore	and	completed	the	rout	of	the	
enemy	force.	Under	the	leadership	of	BM1	
Williams,	who	demonstrated	unusual	professional	
skill	and	indomitable	courage	throughout	the	3	
hour	battle,	the	patrol	accounted	for	the	
destruction	or	loss	of	65	enemy	boats	and	inflicted	
numerous	casualties	on	the	enemy	personnel.	His	
extraordinary	heroism	and	exemplary	fighting	
spirit	in	the	face	of	grave	risks	inspired	the	efforts	
of	his	men	to	defeat	a	larger	enemy	force,	and	are	
in	keeping	with	the	finest	traditions	of	the	U.S.	
Naval	Service.	

	
Williams	died	on	October	13,	1999,	and	was	
buried	at	Florence	National	Cemetery	in	Florence,	
South	Carolina.	The	Master	Chief	Petty	Officer	of	
the	Navy,	speaking	at	the	funeral	said,	“We	will	
forever	be	grateful	for	the	leadership	and	
commitment	he	showed	his	sailors.	Petty	Officer	
Williams	was	an	amazing	sailor.”	Following	his	
death	a	retired	Rear	Admiral	who	commanded	
Williams	in	Vietnam	remarked,	“Willie	did	not	
seek	awards.	He	did	not	covet	getting	them.	We	
did	not	seek	to	make	him	a	hero.	The	
circumstances	of	time	and	place,	and	the	enemy’s	
presence	did	that.	I	know	through	personal	
investigation	of	each	incident	that	he	never	placed	
his	crew	nor	his	patrol	boats	in	danger	without	
first	ensuring	the	risk	was	calculated	and	that	
surprise	was	on	his	side.	He	always	had	the	
presence	of	mind	not	to	endanger	friendly	villages.	
He	inspired	us	all,	junior	and	senior	alike.	It	was	
my	greatest	honor	to	have	served	with	the	man	
who	truly	led	us	all	with	his	example	of	unselfish	
devotion	to	duty.”	In	December	2004	the	USS	
JAMES	E.	WILLIAMS	(DDG‐95)	was	commissioned	
in	his	honor.	

 

LikeShow	more	reactions	
Comment	
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USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65 
 
A bottle of champagne shattered on the bow of the 
awesome new warship, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65), 
breaking the silence of an anxious crowd at Newport 
News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, Newport 
News, Va. It was Saturday morning, Sept. 24, 1960, 
when Mrs. William B. Franke, wife of former 
Secretary of the Navy, christened the eighth USS 
ENTERPRISE, bringing to life the longest, tallest and 
mightiest warship to ever sail the seas. 
 
At the commissioning of ENTERPRISE, the world's 
first nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, Secretary of 
the Navy John B. Connally, Jr., called it a worthy 
successor to the highly decorated seventh USS 
ENTERPRISE of World War II. "The Fighting Gray 
Lady, as it was called, served in such well-known 
battles as the raid on Tokyo and the Battle of 
Midway." Secretary Connally went on to say, "The 
new ENTERPRISE will reign a long, long time as 
queen of the seas." 
 
ENTERPRISE made its maiden voyage under the 
command of Capt. Vincent P. DePoix, Jan. 12, 1962, 
conducting a three-month shakedown cruise. 
 
In August, ENTERPRISE joined the Sixth Fleet in the 
Mediterranean. Soon after its return to Norfolk, 
Va., in October, ENTERPRISE was dispatched to its 
first international crisis. 
 
ENTERPRISE and other ships in the Second Fleet set 
up a "strict quarantine of all offensive military 
equipment under shipment to Cuba." The blockade 
was put in place on Oct. 24, and the first Soviet ship 
was stopped the next day. On Oct. 28, Khrushchev 
agreed to remove the missiles and dismantle the 
missile bases in Cuba. 
 
ENTERPRISE made its second and third deployments 
to the Mediterranean in 1963 and 1964. During the 
latter deployment, on May 13, the world's first 
nuclear-powered task force was formed when USS 
LONG BEACH and USS BAINBRIDGE joined 
ENTERPRISE. On July 31, the three ships were 
designated Task Force One and sent on "Operation 
Sea Orbit," a historic 30,565-mile voyage around the 
world, accomplished without a single refueling or 
replenishment. 

 
In October, ENTERPRISE returned to Newport News 
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company for its first 
refueling and overhaul. 
 
The Big E transferred to the Pacific's Seventh Fleet in 
November 1965 and became the first nuclear-
powered ship to engage in combat when it launched 
bomb-laden aircraft in a projection of power against 
the Viet Cong on Dec. 2, 1965. Its hot decks launched 
125 sorties on the first day, unleashing 167 tons of 
bombs and rockets on the enemy's supply lines. The 
next day it set a record of 165 strike sorties in a 
single day. 
 
In all, ENTERPRISE made six combat deployments to 
Southeast Asia from 1965 to 1972. Between combat 
tours, ENTERPRISE returned to Newport News 
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company in 1970 for an 
overhaul and second refueling. 
 
Following the 1973 cease-fire in Vietnam, 
ENTERPRISE proceeded to Puget Sound Naval 
Shipyard, Bremerton, Wash., where "Big E" was 
altered and refitted to support the Navy's newest 
fighter aircraft -- the F-14A "Tomcat". 
 
When ENTERPRISE made its seventh Western Pacific 
(WESTPAC) deployment in September 1974, it 
became the first carrier to deploy with the new F-14 
Tomcat fighter plane. During the deployment, in 
February 1975, ENTERPRISE was called on to help in 
the evacuation of Saigon. During Operation Frequent 
Wind, "Big E" aircraft flew 95 sorties. 
 
The ship made its eighth and ninth WESTPACs in July 
1976 and April 1978, respectively. It sailed to Puget 
Sound Naval Shipyard in January 1979 for a 30-
month comprehensive overhaul. 
 
ENTERPRISE made its 10th, 11th, and 12th 
WESTPACs in 1982, 1984 and 1986, respectively. In 
April of the 1986 deployment, ENTERPRISE became 
the first nuclear-powered aircraft carrier to transit 
the Suez Canal. It then entered the Mediterranean 
for the first time in 22 years. 
 
In April 1988, ENTERPRISE, on its 13th deployment, 
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was assigned to escort reflagged Kuwaiti oil tankers 
in the Persian Gulf while stationed in the North 
Arabian Sea. In a measured response, ENTERPRISE 
and Carrier Air Wing 11 struck a decisive blow to the 
Iranian navy in the most intensely fought naval 
battle since the Korean campaign. 
 
ENTERPRISE began its 14th overseas deployment in 
September 1989. In early December, ENTERPRISE 
participated in "Operation Classic Resolve," 
President Bush's response to Philippine President 
Corazon Aquino's request for air support during the 
rebel coup attempt. ENTERPRISE remained on 
station conducting flight operations in the waters 
outside Manila Bay. 
 
In March 1990, ENTERPRISE completed its highly 
successful around-the-world deployment by arriving 
in Norfolk, Va. ENTERPRISE had successfully and 
safely steamed more than 43,000 miles from its 
long-time homeport of Alameda, CA In October, 
ENTERPRISE moved to Newport News Shipbuilding 
and Drydock Company for refueling and the Navy's 
largest complex overhaul ever attempted. 
 
Work began in earnest in January 1991. While 
specially trained shipyard workers refueled the ship's 
eight nuclear reactors, crewmen and more shipyard 
workers began overhauling the carrier's 3,500 
compartments. ENTERPRISE completed its overhaul, 
the most extensive in U.S. Naval history, on Sept. 27, 
1994. Sea trials began, during which ENTERPRISE 
performed an extended full power run as fast as 
when it was new, remaining the fastest combatant in 
the world. The ship then returned to its homeport in 
Norfolk, Va. 
 
In mid-January 1995, "Big E" returned to Newport 
News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company for a five 
month Selected Restricted Availability. The yard 
period involved upgrades to all of the combat and 
communications systems, intelligence suites, 
command and control capabilities, ventilation 
systems, berthing and dining areas, and underway 
replenishment equipment. "Big E" departed 
Newport News in July and returned to Norfolk Naval 
Base, from which the ship has conducted operations 
to the Carribean Sea and participated in the highly 
successful Joint Task Force '96 Exercise with a British 
task group. ENTERPRISE completed its 15th overseas 
deployment in December 1996, with operations 
conducted throughout the Mediterranean Sea, 
Arabian Gulf, and Red Sea. During this deployment 

Enterprise made the fastest transist ever conducted 
from off of Bosnia to the Persian Gulf in support of 
strikes against Iraq. This transit took less than 6 days 
and resulted in peace being restored to the region. 
"Big E" returned to its homeport of Norfolk on 
December 20th, 1996, to a joyous holiday reunion 
with family and friends. 
 
In January 1997 Big "E" returned to Newport News 
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company for a six month 
Selected Restricted Availability. The focus of the yard 
period was habitability upgrades and various combat 
systems. 
 
On August 11-20 the "Big E" put to sea for Flight 
Deck Certification. During this period ENTERPRISE 
launched and recovered aircraft ensuring that our 
"main battery" was sound as it looked. Having 
returned from the Virginia Capes operating area the 
USS ENTERPRISE is fit for duty. 
 
The USS ENTERPRISE has completed Joint Forces 
Exercises and Composite Unit Exircises during the 
Summer and Fall of 1998 in preperation for 
Mediterranean Sea / Arabian Gulf Deployment 
98/99. 
 
In December 1998, during the Mediterranean Sea / 
Arabian Gulf Deployment, USS ENTERPRISE 
supported Operation Desert Fox. 1998/99 the carrier 
returned to the Mediterranean. Relieved by the 
THEODORE ROOSEVELT Battle Group, 
ENTERPRISE returned to the Perian Gulf in late 
March 1999. In June 1999, she finished her 
deployment arriving in Norfolk, Va. 
 
An extended overhaul for the ENTERPRISE is 
scheduled to begin at Newport News Shipbuilding in 
1999 and continue through mid-year 2000. 
 
Following another succesful deployment from April 
to November 2001 during which the carrier's Air 
Wing conducted combat missions in support of 
Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, 
ENTERPRISE entered an Extended Drydock Selected 
Restricted Availability on January 7, 2002, at the 
Norfolk Naval Shipyard in Portsmouth, VA. 
 
Back at sea in 2003, the ENTERPRISE conducted a 
COMPTUEX in the Virginia Capes and Jacksonville 
operating areas in September in preparation for the 
first deployment of a US Navy aircraft carrier since 
major hostilities had ended in Iraq in April. The 
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ENTERPRISE left the east coast on October 2, and 
arrived in the Persian Gulf on October 23. 
 
Returning to Norfolk on February 29, 2004, the 
ENTERPRISE remained on the east coast and on 
September 3, entered the Northrop Grumman 
Newport News for a scheduled Extended Selected 
Restricted Availability. The ESRA lasted till October 
2005. USS ENTERPRISE again deployed to the 
Mediterranean and Arabian Sea from May-
November 2006 and from July-December 2007. 
 
Following an extended shipyard period that began in 
April 2008 and ended in April 2010, ENTERPRISE 
embarked on its 21st deployment in January 2011, 
during which the carrier supported operations 
Enduring Freedom, New Dawn and multiple anti-
piracy missions. During its six-month tour of duty, 
Big ‘E’ made port visits to Lisbon, Portugal, 

 
 

Loretta Perfectus Walsh was the first woman to 

enlist in the U.S. Navy (March 17, 1917) and the 

first woman to reach the rank of chief petty 

officer. This opportunity also made her the first 

woman to serve in a non-nursing capacity in any 

branch of the armed forces. 

Loretta Walsh. photo credit: 

www.doncio.navy.mil 

When World War I began in Europe in 1914, the 

United States hoped to stay out of the conflict, 

but by 1917 American sentiment was 

changing.  On January 31, 1917 Germany 

announced that it would resume unrestricted 

warfare on all ships, including American ones. 

Shortly after, German U-boats attacked four 

Marmaris, Turkey, the Kingdom of Bahrain and 
Mallorca, Spain. Big 'E' became the fourth aircraft 
carrier in naval history to record 400,000 arrested 
landings on May 24, 2011. The milestone landing 
was made by an F/A-18F Super Hornet piloted by Lt. 
Matthew L. Enos and Weapon System Officer Lt. 
Cmdr. Jonathan Welsh from the Red Rippers of 
Strike Fighter Squadron (VFA) 11. ENTERPRISE 
returned home to Norfolk on July 15, 2011. 
 
On November 25, 2011, Big ‘E’ celebrated its 50th 
birthday, making the carrier the oldest active duty 
ship in the U.S. Naval fleet. 
 
On March 11, 2012, the mighty ENTERPRISE left 
Norfolk on her final deployment heading to the 
familiar waters of the Mediterranean and Arabian 
Sea. She returned home for the last time after 
almost eight months on November 4, 2012. 

different American ships, resulting in the deaths 

of fifteen Americans.  Americans were further 

angered when Germany tried to get Mexico to 

join Germany to take on the United States. 

Though Congress waited until April to authorize 

President Wilson to declare war, Americans 

started enlisting before that. 

Loretta Walsh: Desire to 
Help 

Like other Americans, Loretta Walsh, who was 

almost 21, wanted to do her part, and she enlisted 

in the Naval Reserve. Days later, on March 21, 

1917, she was sworn in as Chief Yeoman. 

Loretta Walsh: First Woman to Enlist in Navy 
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Women in the Navy 

Her position change was as a result of a change in 

policy by the Navy. As of March 19, 1917 the Navy 

became the first branch of the U.S. armed forces 

to allow women to enlist in a non-nursing 

capacity. The Naval Reserve brought women in as 

what they referred to as yeoman (F), also referred 

to as yeomanettes.  Their duties ranged from 

clerical work and recruiting to production jobs in 

ammunition factories as well as design work, 

drafting, translation, and radio operating 

responsibilities. Most of the women were 

stationed in Washington D.C., but some were 

stationed in France, Guam and Hawaii. 

Notably, both men and women were earning 

$28.75 per month—one instance of equal pay for 

both genders. Women who became yeomanettes 

were also given the same benefits as men of 

comparable rank—another unique feature for the 

time. 

When the armistice was signed about a year and a 

half later (November 11, 1918), there were 11,275 

yeomanettes in the Navy and 300 “marinettes” in 

the Marine Corps. With the draw-down of the 

military, the need for yeomanettes declined. By 

1919, those who remained were released from 

active duty.  Walsh maintained her reserve status, 

drawing a small retainer salary, until the end of 

her four-year commitment. 

Died Young 
Walsh died in Olyphant, Pennsylvania, when she 

was only 29 years old. She had suffered influenza 

during the pandemic of 1918. She eventually 

recovered, but she remained frail. A few years 

later, she came down with tuberculosis and died 

on August 6, 1925. 

She was buried in the Holy Cross cemetery in 

Blakely, Pennsylvania, and the Navy recognizes 

her for her “firsts.”  Her tombstone reads: 

Loretta Perfectus Walsh 

April 22, 1896–August 6, 1925 

Woman and Patriot 

First of those enrolled in the United States Naval 

Service 

World War 1917–1919 

Her comrades dedicate this monument 

to keep alive forever 

memories of the sacrifice and devotion of 

womanhood 

Today there are more than 62,000 women serving 

in the Navy. Loretta Walsh was the pioneer. 

  

 The Only Enlisted 
Submariner Ever To Be 
Awarded the Medal of 
Honor Locked Himself 
Inside a Sinking Submarine 

Sep 18, 2016 Jeff Edwards 
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Left: Ajax hauling up USS O-5 (SS-66) 
(Wikipedia / Public Domain), Right: Henry 
Breault just after receiving his Medal of 
Honor, 8 March 1924 (Wikipedia / Public 
Domain) 

For those who sail beneath the surface of the 
sea, there are few greater fears than 
permanently descending to the depths 
alive.  The movies would play this horror scene 
out time and time again as you watched the 
sailors press their faces to the ceiling of a room 
slowly filling with water. 

But for one such man, that was the fate he 
chose for himself when he voluntarily locked 
himself inside a sinking submarine descending 
to the bottom.  For his actions that day, Henry 
Breault would become the first and only 
Submariner ever to be awarded the Medal of 
Honor. 

In the Fight 

Torpedoman First Class Henry Breault was born 
in Connecticut at the turn of the century in 
1900.  Born to be a sailor, Breault would enlist in 
the British Royal Navy at the age of 16 to serve 
in World War 1 before America joined the fray. 

Over the next four years, he would learn the art 
of seamanship and naval tradition from those 
who have historically done it best.  After his tour 
with the Royal Navy, Breault joined the United 
States Navy in 1921. 

 

USS O-5 (Wikipedia / Public Domain) 

 

And while the years in between the World Wars 
were a comparatively peaceful time for America, 
the United States Navy was frequently sent into 
forward areas as the nation was increasingly 
becoming a world power.  As such, the scene for 
this heroic action would take place not in a war 
zone, but right outside of the Panama Canal in 
October of 1923. 

For Henry Breault was a crew member of the 
submarine USS 0-5 when his ship was part of a 
column of submarines heading for the canal.  It 
was at this moment that a ship carrying bananas 
would help this man earn the Medal of 
Honor.  Literally, a ship carrying bananas. 

 

SS Kroonland in Panama Canal, 1923 (By 
James Gordon Steese (21 January 1882–11 
January 1958) – James Gordon Steese’s 
Panama Photos (specifically), CC BY-SA 3.0 / 
Wikipedia) 

 

The steamship US Abangarez which was under 
the control of the United Fruit Company made a 
series of navigational errors and struck the USS 
0-5 directly in the side opening up a hole of ten 
feet or more allowing water to gush inside. 
Slashing through one of main ballast tanks, the 
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0-5 rolled to port and then to starboard before 
beginning its descent to the bottom. 

But as fortunate would have it, they weren’t 
exactly sailing over the Mariana Trench.  For it 
was but 42 feet of water that separated the 
surface from the bottom, but that was plenty to 
send a man to Davy Jones’ Locker if need be 

To the Bottom 

 

Ajax hauling up USS O-5 (SS-66) (Wikipedia / 
Public Domain) 

 

With the USS 0-5 sinking fast, Breault actually 
found himself in the fortunate position of having 
a relatively easy escape when the call to 
abandon ship was given. Working in the torpedo 
room, he quickly worked his way up to the main 
deck and was prepared to jump to safety when 
he realized a fellow crewmate had been 
sleeping below just before the collision. 

With open and safe sea just a short distance 
away, he looked at safety and then looked back 
at a sinking submarine descending to the bottom 
and he chose the sinking submarine. 

Heading back down the ladders to retrieve his 
crewmate, he caught up with the then much 
awake Chief Brown who was unaware of the 
order to abandon ship.  They attempted together 
to make their exit, but the rising water impeded 
any attempt. 

Wading through the water on board, they made 
their way to the torpedo room, and Breault 
latched the door shut just before the ships 
battery exploded.  They were undeniably 
trapped underwater, and any attempt at rescue 
would have to come from above. 

 

Henry Breault (center) receives the Medal of 
Honor from President Calvin Coolidge 
(Wikipedia / Public Domain) 

 

Thanks to the shallow depth, rescue and 
salvage efforts were able to begin immediately. 
While that might have been of little comfort to 
Breault and Brown who didn’t know their current 
depth, it gave hope to the Naval forces 
converging on the scene. 

Approximately 4 to 5 hours later, salvage crews 
were banging on the hull under the hopes of 
hearing signs of life when Breault responded 
with metal pings of his own.  Time was of the 
essence and the only manner in which they 
could be rescued in this day and age would be 
to lift the entire submarine from the bottom. 

From the Depths 

In another stroke of luck, some of the heaviest 
floating machinery around was near the 
Canal.  One of the largest crane barges in the 
world, the Ajax, was in the region and quickly 
made way to the site.  It took multiple attempts 
with many broken cables, but the USS 0-5 was 
eventually lifted. 

With a great sigh of relief and much applause, 
after 31 hours trapped under the sea, the 
torpedo room hatch had been opened and 
emerged one Chief Brown and a future Medal of 
Honor recipient Torpedoman First Class Henry 
Breault. 
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Henry Breault just after receiving his Medal of 
Honor, 8 March 1924 (Wikipedia / Public 
Domain) 

 

It remains to be seen what causes some men to 
flee and others to run towards the sound of 
danger.  But for a sailor with the opportunity at 
survival to knowingly risk entombment at the 

bottom of the ocean is a gallant feat worthy of 
the highest honor. 

Much of the world will merely watch these 
scenes play out in the movies and cringe as the 
water reaches the ceiling and the sunken sailors 
gasp their last breath.  But for Henry Breault, he 
knew that very well could have been the 
permanent end of his watch. 

Breault was awarded the Medal of Honor in 
1924 by President Calvin Coolidge.  He would 
go on to serve 20 years in the Navy before 
falling ill and succumbing to a heart condition on 
December 5th, 1941. 

Having died just two days before Pearl Harbor, 
one can’t help but think that the man who joined 
a foreign Navy so that he could fight would have 
been ready.  And if need be, we know for a fact 
he would lock himself in a sinking submarine to 
save a brother in arms. 

 

 
 
 

A TOP-THIS NAVY-LIFE RENDITION BY 
 YNCS WALTER (WALT) BLACKBURN USN (RET) A NCPOA LIFE SHIPMATE SINCE AUG 2003 

 
BLOWING MY OWN HORN (but who else knows, so I ask), 
 
WHO…joined the Navy with 10 bucks in his pocket 
borrowed from a friend --- has been attached to a 
South Pole expedition and had Admiral Richard E. 
Byrd for a commanding officer? --- has been 
selected to be the secretary to a president (Harry 
Truman) for two weeks? ---- has qualified as 
coxswain on a 40 foot torpedo retriever and a 50 
foot motor launch? --- has a commendation in their 

record for typing? ------ has won a medal and 50 
dollars for an essay written for the Freedom 
Foundation at Valley Forge? --- has been the base 
theater projectionist? --- has crossed the Pacific 
Ocean by ship through a two day typhoon? --- has 
been subjected to a crossing the International Date 
Line initiation at the hands of old experienced 
Marines? --- has lived in a hotel in downtown 
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Naples for seven months? --- has spent two years in 
a command that was the Sixth Fleet liaison to 
NATO? --- has lived in a half Japanese half American 
house with garage in Tokyo? --- has had a Japanese 
driver take you to and from work every day? --- has 
had a live-in maid for 25 dollars a month plus 
meals? --- has had diplomatic license plates and 
Embassy immunity? --- has worked a two year tour 
in civilian clothes provided by the U.S. Navy? --- has 
been in the first three ship group to visit Havana, 
Cuba after the Jose Marti statute incident ban 
several years earlier? --- has had a hole the size of 
an orange knocked in the bow of a destroyer right 
by your bunk while docking? --- has seen a 
destroyer plow into the pier at a speed fast enough 
to cut several pilings off with the bow? --- has flown 
a two engine Beechcraft? --- has done “leaf 
peeking” from a two engine Beechcraft? --- has met 
our first astronaut Colonel/Senator John Glenn? --- 
has been over the Atlantic Ocean on a Super Connie 
when one of the engines went out? --- has flown 
across the Pacific Ocean five times? ---- has driven 
coast to coast station to station alone twice? --- has 
sold a 1957 Chevrolet bought for $3,600. to a 
Japanese in 1959 for $5,000.?     --- has been a 
Special Agent with Naval Intelligence? --- has lived 
five years in Tokyo/Yokosuka, Japan on duty? --- 
has been the Admiral’s Writer to a Rear Admiral 
Upper Half with the Military Assistance and 
Advisory Group, Japan? --- has been in the San 
Diego Balboa Hospital for 62 days with rheumatic 
fever at 26 years of age? --- has done shore patrol in 
downtown San Diego during the active hours of 8 
to 12? --- has been the court reporter on a collision 
between a USNS ship and a carrier in the San Diego 
harbor? ---- has been relieved by a Lieutenant from 
the next to last command and a LTJG from the last 
command? ---- has been aboard ship when word is 
passed over the 1MC, “Anyone wanting to buy a 
case of rum lay up to the quarter deck”? --- has 
been at a base club where a filet mignon dinner and 
a Heineken beer cost $4.? --- has been in a city 
where noise abatement regulations caused loud 
honking automobiles to suddenly become quiet? --- 
has sold a perfectly good old car for $1.? --- has 
taken fishing parties out in a torpedo retriever or a 
motor launch on weekends? --- has caught and 
eaten lobster tails on base after the bars close at 2 
a.m.? --- has been the first responder to a sailor 
who got crushed between the wheels and the cab 
of a crane? --- has landed in a dive bomber on a 
pierced steel planking runway? --- has flown in a B-
17 bomber? --- has been an instructor in a B school 

of his rating? --- has had his car impounded in 
Salerno, Italy so they could run a street race? ---- 
has been a member of the base rifle and pistol 
teams? --- has drawn proficiency pay for a one year 
period twice in a row? ---- has been rumored to be 
one of only two YNCSs to be drawing proficiency 
pay in the entire Navy? --- has been advanced to 
Chief on the first increment of a five month 
increment advancement list? --- has been to a rum 
factory where a shot glass was $1. but all you could 
drink was free? --- has run out of money in a foreign 
country and had to wait for more through Western 
Union? --- has been a member of a Navy burial 
detail? --- has set up a printing press shop to 
replace old mimeograph machines? --- has been 
present at a “drumming out” of a less than 
honorable discharged member? --- has transported 
an AWOL sailor to the jail without backup? ---  has 
taken tours at Tuborg and Carlsberg brewers in 
Copenhagen many times? --- has seen their 
Commanding Officer taken away in a straight-
jacket? --- has been out in the shipping lanes after 
midnight on a fleet tug pulling a pile driver? --- has 
been in a twin engine Beechcraft when the pilot did 
six landings and takeoffs with a hood over his face 
to simulate zero visibility? --- has had a big knife 
stuck in their pillow the night after leaving the 
ward? --- has appeared on the front page of the 
Stars and Stripes newspaper? --- has carried both 
boot camp issued wool blankets for 68 years? --- 
still has boot camp issued dog tags? --- has worked 
in a command that occupied part of an abandoned 
shoe factory? --- has worked in a command whose 
offices were in the rafters above a Post Office? --- 
has worked in a command that occupied a large 
fenced in villa? --- has worked in a command that 
had taken over the sixth floor of an apartment 
building? --- has driven on the left side of the road 
for five years? --- has met and shook hands with the 
Japanese ambassador who was in D.C when they 
bombed Pearl Harbor? 
 --- has been restricted to quarters with a 50-caliber 
machine gun pointed at the front door during May 
Day? --- has left Naples, Italy bound for Germany, 
flew 6 to 7 hours and wound up only 150 miles 
from Naples in Rome? ---- has had the compass go 
out on a Beechcraft over the Everglades of Florida? 
 
That isn't a "list of lifetime feats". That was only 20 
years of Navy life. I have another 66 years of life. 
The first 18 years were spent in my home state of 
Arkansas. Twenty years after the Navy were spent 
in Oregon teaching school. Eight years were spent 
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living in recreational vehicles and traveling. 
Fourteen years were spent square dancing in 
Arizona and the last 6 years were spent enjoying 
the East coast area from the great state of 
Georgia.  I have had a rough life. 

SHIPMATES, IF ANY OF YOU HAVE A “TOP-THIS 
NAVY LIFE RENDITION” LET US KNOW, AND SEND IT 
TO THE NCPOA SECRETARY.   

  

New Members since July 2016/2017 
SHORE RICHARD M. PNC 

MICHAUD SHAWN R. FCCS 

SJOBLOM JAMES L. AKC 

MOOG DONALD K. EMC 

BELL JAMES A. OSC 

PARKER WAYNE A. MMCS (SW)

ZALUSKY THOMAS R. AOC 

GARCIA SAMUEL  SMC 

STEFFENSON DONN V ADRC 

WELCH ROBERT W STCM (SS)

KLEIMAN ROBERT J. BMCS

MARTIN JOSEPH R. MRMC

FEDDON THOMAS  F.  AFCM

BERGERON RAYMOND J. BMCM (SW)

BLACKBURN HOYT B AMCS

HUGGINS CHARLES R. SMC 

JOHNSON ANTHONY J. FORCM

ANDERSON JERRY  SMCM

WARD JONATHON N MUSC

O'MEARA JOHN M. ATCS 

 
Deceased Members.  The members listed here may have been previous listed in 
past “The Chiefs”.  But, since these members were identified with our “Membership 
Activation” efforts over the past 8 months, we thought it appropriate to list them 
again in memory. 
LAST FIRST MIDDLE PAID_UNTIL Rate/rank Service  

Blocklinger James A. LIFE CSC N  

Brotherton Charles H. LIFE HTC N  

Copeland Agnes E. LIFE CPO C  

Eblen James C. LIFE AFCM N  

Flynn Robert J. LIFE BTC N  

Gronnert Wane R. LIFE PRC N  

Hays Edwin F. LIFE RMC N  

Hennings Cleo A. LIFE CPhM N  

Hester Hansel LIFE BTCM N  

Hewins Daniel S. LIFE AGC N  

Hicks Curtis H. LIFE EMC N  

Hoisington Esther/CLINTON LIFE ADJC N  

Laurent Raoul J. LIFE SFC/HTC N  

Lewis Paul McGehee LIFE ISC N  

Linstrom David M. LIFE E9 N  

McCormick Harold A. LIFE BMC N  

O'Grady John Charles 2016 AFCM N  

Pollard Jonathan S. 2014 ITC N  

Price Blaine W. LIFE BMC N  

Reed Preston A. 1992 ATC N  

Rien Howard E. LIFE RDC N  
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Schmidt Ralph A. LIFE YNC(SS) N  

Sipin Domingo P. LIFE SCPO(SS) N  

Townsend James N. LIFE ETCM N  

Treibel George M. LIFE RMC N  

 
 

 IMPORTANT NOTICES 
 
Members, if you are receiving THE CHIEFS via regular mail, and you have a computer, and you are 
using e-mail, then please send your e-mail address; to AKCM Gary Scheidt at gschssss@aol.com.  
We will then take you off our mailing list, and put you on our e-mailing list.  Thank you, you will 
help save costs of publishing this newsletter. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Corrections / Updates to THE CHIEFS online: When discovering errors or out of date 
information on THE CHIEFS website, please submit corrections / updates to: AKCM 
Gary Scheidt, USN (Ret) 1991 Gunstock Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30087 NCPOA 
Secretary, gschssss@aol.com 770-934-5542. 
 
 

Special Recognition To Those Shipmates Listed As “Plank Owners” in the NCPOA BOOSTER 
CLUB. 

  
BOOSTER  CLUB MEMBERS 

  

DOUGLAS PAUL J RMC $25.00

Duncan G. E. "Mike" SMCM(SW) $25.00

Hallman Lee A. CDR $60.00

Hatch Wayne E. DCC $25.00

Houser Naoma AGC $100.00

Kegley Michael J. AEC $15.00

KELLER RICK S ETC $20.00

Lopinsky Frances ISC $100.00

Lundberg Andrew Joyce ADCS $15.00

Martin John M. MMCM $40.00

McCauley Robert L. AZCM $100.00

Miglionico Stephen J. YNC $50.00

Remmele Erwin Erv BTCM $500.00

Schrader Clarence W SKC $25.00

SJOBLOM JAMES L. AKC $10.00

Snyder Michael F. SKCS(SS) $20.00

Walter Roger A. PCC $20.00

Romer William J. DCCM(SW) $30.00

Caisse Alfred B. HMCS $10.00
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Weidenhof John W. SKC $5.00

Bryant Jesse J. BMC $20.00

San Jose Sabino G. MSC $20.00

Tompkins Charles L. YNCM $10.00

Blackburn Walter M. YNCS $50.00

Wynter Clifton C. MMC $20.00

Niva Loretta NCC $20.00

Bird Joshua F. LSC $20.00

  

  

 
Shipmates celebrating Birthdays in Jan, Feb, Mar and Apr 
( if  your name does not appear , and you have a birthday in the first four months of 
the year, then we have not heard from you to know whether you are died or alive, so, 
we are afraid to list your name)
LAST FIRST CPO_RATE 

   

Ballok Alexander SKC 

Beier Richard ETC 

Bennett Jerry (Jerome) QMC 

Borgstedt Robert BMC 

Bostwick Joe HTCM 

Brearton Jerry ENC 

Brock William OSCM(SW) 

Brogan James HMC 

Broom Melton YNCS 

Brown William PNC(SW) 

Brunke Robert CTCS 

Caisse Alfred HMCS 

CARNEY ROBIN AKC(AW) 

Carroll FTC 

Carver John AMHC 

Castello Hugo CBM 

Chevalier Robert AVCM 

Christiansen Kenneth MSCM(SS) 

Christy Mac ENC 

Clayborn Audy AOC 

Colvin Robert PNC 

Corbin John 'Bob' YNCS 

Davis Carole HMC 

Dillon Donald WTC 

Domini Frederick E7 

DOUGLAS PAUL RMC 

Duncan G. SMCM(SW) 

Dunlap Lyle RMC(SS) 

Dunn David BTC 

Emery Kenneth RMC 

Fear Alan OSCM 

Fravala Tommy ADC 

Fry Charles PNCM 

Halman James RMC 

Harig Edward MMC 

Hiestand Ray YNCS 

Higgins Alexander MNCM 

Holloway Gerald MAC(SS) 

Holmes Richard MAAC 

Johnson Clarence QMC 

Johnson David AFCM 

Kobiec Stephen YNCS 

LaCoursiere Paul BTCM 

Lake Francis EACS 

Lee Richard STGCS 

Long Gerald 

Lopez Bejarano Carolina PSC 

Lowman Randolph AKC 

Lukach Brian DPC 

Luoma Erick OSCS 

Mann Charles RMC 

Matthews Donald AVCM 

McDonald Willis EMCS 

McLaughlin James AEC 

McLaughlin Daniel OSCM 

Merten Terry MMCM 
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Messing Russell RMC 

Miller Richard ATC 

Miller Dean BTC 

Moeller Lisa HMC 

Mooningham Thomas HMC 

Morrison Ruth CSp(X) 

Mueller Eileen SCPO 

Mulrey Edward SKCS 

Murphy Bennett YNCS 

Myers James GSCS(SS) 

Neal Wesley SKCM 

Posekany Rosemary ATC(AW) 

Putman James JOC 

Reed William NCCS 

Reed Daryl ABMC 

Robbins William ATC 

Robertson Duane RMC 

Russau Gene ATC 

Russell Earl ETC 

Scheidt Gary AKCM 

Schrader Clarence SKC 

Severin Lawrence BMCM 

SHORE RICHARD PNC 

Sieg Walter AFCM 

Spence James BMCS 

Summers Stanley GMCM 

Sunde John ENC 

Taylor John AZCS 

Tedlow Richard HMC 

Tefft Earl BMC 

Terruso Paul CMC 

Thompson Richard HTCM(MDV 

Ticke Robert SKCS 

Vance Leland MAC 

Wadford Timothy ENC 

Wagener Walter JOCS 

Weeks Jessie CSC 

Weidenhof John SKC 

Werba Robert AECS 

White Lanny ENCM(CMC) 

Williams Evan CDR 

Williams Arthur MMCM 

Winters Robert CSC 

Wright Wayne OSC(SW) 

Zink John FCCM 

TRUE David MMC 

 
 
 
SHIPMATES, SPECIAL NOTICE: 

Shipmate Roger Howes, NCPOA Vice President, has donated $50 to the family of William “Ryan” 
OWENS  ---, Owens, a decorated US Navy SEAL from the Virginia-based elite unit known as SEAL 
Team 6. Owens,  was killed during an unusual nighttime raid that put U.S. troops on the ground 
against al Qaeda leaders in the middle of war-torn Yemen.  This is Shipmate Howes third donation 
of $50  to a family of a killed-in-action (KIA) Seal Team member.  

Our special recognitions goes out to our Vice President Roger Howes.  BRAVO ZULU Roger! 

 

_   
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM 

Members, for those of you having a computer, and access to the internet, please go to ncpoa.club, 
select Membership from the menu, locate the PDF there for Membership Application and then 
print-out any number of the forms for your use.to acquire a Membership Application.  
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For those members not owning a computer, please contact AKCM Gary Scheidt at 770-934-5542, 
and he will mail to you as many copies you’d like to have. 
 

  

NCPOA MEMBERSHIP DUES RENEWAL FORM 
(DUES PERIOD 1 JAN THRU 31 DEC 2017) 

Members, for those of you having a computer, and access to the internet, please go to ncpoa.club, 
select Membership from the menu, locate the PDF there for Membership Application and then 
print-out any number of the forms for your use.to acquire a Membership Application.  
For those members not owning a computer, please contact AKCM Gary Scheidt at 770-934-5542, 
and he will mail to you as many copies you’d like to have. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR ARTICLES, NOTICES, INFORMATION, ANY THING YOU 
BELIEVE THE MEMBERSHIP WOULD BE INTERESTED IN HEARING OR LEARNING 
ABOUT TO POST ON OUR WEB SITE. 
ALSO, PLEASE BECOME A REGULAR VISITOR TO OUR WEB SITE NCPOA.CLUB --- ITS 
PURPOSE IS TO KEEP YOU INFORMED.   
HAVE SOMETHING, THEN GET IT TO AKCM GARY SCHEIDT USN (RET) NCPOA 
WEBMASTER @ GSCHSSSS@AOL.COM.  We want to hear from you! 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________  
  

NATIONAL CHIEF PETTY OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION 
 

LIFE-TIME MEMBERSHIP  INFORMATION 
 

The NCPOA Life-Time Membership Program is no-longer offered to existing NCPOA members, or 
new members effective January 1, 2017.    
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
REUNIONS: 
 
OPERATION DEEPFREEZE VXE-6 
The reunion dates are: September 25 --- 28, 2017 
At: SAM’s Town, Las Vegas 
Contact: AZCM Bob McCauley at 702-242-4240 / bobmccauley@cox.net 
Visit: www.puckeredpenguins.org 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Humor  

  A bit of introspection from an "older" sailor. 
(Author unknown) A sailor will walk 10 miles in a freezing rain to get a beer, but complain mightily about 
standing a 4 hour quarterdeck watch on a beautiful, balmy spring day. A sailor will lie and cheat to get off 
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the ship early and then will have no idea where he wants to go. Sailors are territorial. They have their 
assigned spaces to clean and maintain. Woe betide the shipmate who tracks through a freshly swabbed 
deck. Sailors constantly complain about the food on the mess decks, while concurrently going back for 
second or third helpings. Some sailors have taken literally the old t-shirt saying that they should “Join the 
Navy. Sail to distant ports. Catch embarrassing, exotic diseases. “After a sea cruise, I realized how much 
I missed being at sea. We are now considering a Med cruise visiting some of my past favorite ports. Of 
course I’ll have to pony up better than $5,000 for the privilege. To think, Uncle Sam actually had to pay 
me to visit those same ports 50 years ago. You can spend two years on a ship and never visit every nook 
and cranny or even every major space aboard. Yet, you can know nearly all your shipmates at least by 
sight and last name. Campari (Italian liqueur considered an aperitif) and soda taken in the warm Spanish 
sun is an excellent hangover remedy.E5 is the almost perfect military pay grade. Too senior to catch the 
crap details, too junior to be blamed if things go awry. Good advice: Never be first, never be last, and 
never volunteer for anything. Almost every port has a “gut.” An area teeming with cheap bars, easy 
women, and partiers. Kind of like Bourbon St., but with foreign currency. If the Guardia Civil tell you to 
“Alto,” you’d best halt, right now. Same goes for the Carabinieri, gendarmes, and other assorted police 
forces. If you don’t obey the order you could easily find yourself in that port’s hoosegow. Or 
shot.Contrary to popular belief, Chief Petty Officers do not walk on water. They walk just 
above it. Sad but true, when visiting even the most exotic ports of call, some sailors only see the inside 
of the nearest pub. Also under the category of sad but true, that lithe, sultry Mediterranean beauty you 
spent those wonderful three days with and have dreamed about ever since, is almost certainly a 
grandmother now and buying her clothes from Omar the Tent Maker. A sailor can, and will, sleep 
anywhere, anytime. Yes, it’s true, --it does flow downhill. In the traditional “crackerjack” uniform you were 
recognized as a member of United States Navy, no matter what port you were in. Damn all who want to 
eliminate or change that uniform. Most sailors won’t disrespect a shipmate’s mother. On the other hand, 
it’s not entirely wise to tell them you have a good looking sister. If you can at all help it, never tell anyone 
that you are seasick. Check the rear dungaree pockets of a sailor. Right pocket a wallet. Left pocket a 
book. The guys who seemed to get away with doing the least, always seemed to be first in the pay line 
and the chow line. General Quarters drills and the need to evacuate one’s bowels often seem to coincide. 
Speaking of which, when the need arises, the nearest head is always the one which is secured for 
cleaning. Three people you never screw with: the doc, the paymaster, and the ship’s barber. In the 
summer, all deck seamen wanted to be signalmen. In the winter they wanted to be radarmen. Do snipes 
ever get the grease and oil off their hands? Never play a drinking game which involves the loser paying 
for all the drinks. There are only two good ships: the one you came from, and the one you’re going to. 
Whites, coming from the cleaners -- clean, pressed and starched -- last that way about 30 microseconds 
after donning them. The Navy dress white uniform is a natural dirt magnet. Sweat pumps operate in direct 
proportion to the seniority of the official visiting. Skill, daring, and science will always win out over 
horseshit, superstition, and luck. We train in peace so that in time of war the greater damage will be upon 
our enemies and not upon ourselves. “Pride and professionalism" trumps "Fun and zest" any day. The 
shrill call of a bosun's pipe still puts a chill down my spine.Three biggest lies in the Navy: We're happy to 
be here; this is not an inspection; we're here to help. Everything goes in the log. Rule 1: The Captain is 
always right. Rule 2: When in doubt refer to Rule 1.A wet napkin under your tray keeps the tray from 
sliding on the mess deck table in rough seas, keeping at least one hand free to hold on to your beverage. 
Never walk between the projector and the movie screen after the flick has started. A guy who doesn't 
share a care package from home is no shipmate. When transiting the ocean, the ship's chronometer is 
always advanced at 0200 which makes for a short night. When going in the opposite direction, the 
chronometer is retarded at 1400 which extends the work day. If I had to do it all over again, I would. 
TWICE! When I sleep, I often dream I am back at sea. Good shipmates are friends forever. 

When asked, what I did to make my life worthwhile, I respond with a great deal of pride and 
satisfaction --- I served in the U.S> NAVY in the defense of the United States of America! 
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________________________________ 
ADVERTISING (Please support our advertisers by purchasing their offerings, thank you.) 
 

       
 
Drawing on Chief Bob Stockton's twenty-year navy career, the "Stories" series puts the 
reader in the heart of the action! 

Link:  http://storiesoftheusnavy.com/ 

    YOUR “THE CHIEFS” EDITOR AND PUBLISHER 
 

  
 

This is the last page 
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Stone Mountain, GA 30087
1991 Gunstock Drive
Gary G. Schiedt, AKCM USN (Ret) 
Sent From:
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